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ARIS – Market-Leading Technology
for Business Process Management
ARIS Platform provides integrated software products that help enterprises to continuously improve their
business processes. These products cover every phase of a BPM project—from strategy definition and
process design to transferring the models into your IT systems and monitoring process execution.

But tapping into improvement potential as part of a BPM project should not be a one-time activity. Over the
mid-term, only continuous BPM can yield sustained competitive advantages, which is why ARIS also supports
the process of Business Process Management itself.

Development of ARIS Platform was informed by the experience gained in more than 7,500 Business Process
Management projects. Research by leading technology analysts in the fields of business process analysis
(BPA) and enterprise architecture (EA) shows that ARIS Platform has enjoyed a market-leading position for
over ten years due to this combination of project insights and innovative software development.

Further information: www.aris.com
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Customers about ARIS 

Aleris  opt imizes processes to  cut  costs
and cuts  costs  thanks to  EA management • Tha
faster  and has slashed costs  by  up to  67
and achieves ROI  within  the project  period • Brenntag no
and with 10 % lower costs • Cargolux val id

investment • Conergy drives down order throughput
CosmosDirekt  achieves total  savings of  20 % • En

processes • Evonik slashes documentat ion effort  and SAP pro

Inf ineon—thanks to  ARIS • Inf ineon achieves s ignif ica
procedure • Meyer & Meyer reduces error
reduces process variants  by  30 % – th
savings of  30–80 % • SABIC Europe saves t ime and money

processes • Swisscom achieves shorter  throughput  
processing t imes by  an average of  20
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s  by  over  30 % • Audi  increases product iv i ty
anks to  ARIS,  BMW now operates 69 %
7 % • Boehringer Ingelheim reduces SAP implementat ion costs

ow completes SAP projects  25 % faster
dated savings potent ial  5  t imes higher than their  BPM project

t  t imes by  over  30 % and cuts  inventory  by  25 % •
BW cuts  costs  while  improving the qual i ty  of  i ts  core operat ional

oject  costs • Eff ic ient  SOX compliance? As easy as 1,  2 ,  3  for

ant  t ime savings thanks to  automated approval
r  rate from 20 % to  less than 1  % • Océ
hanks to  ARIS • Piraeus Bank achieves t ime
y with ARIS • SAP boosts  customer sat isfact ion with streamlined

t imes and fast  ROI  with  ARIS • Tieto reduced
% • Unibai l-Rodamco looks to  the future with ARIS and SAP



ARIS Platform – Systematic Business
Process Management

Successful Business Process Management (BPM) involves various steps: design, implementation (transfer to
IT), and controlling (measurement and evaluation) of business processes. In line with this approach, the ARIS
Platform software products are assigned to four specialized modules, each of which is identified by the
relevant color in the product logo.
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With ARIS Strategy Platform, balanced scorecard
systems can be established and business processes
aligned accordingly. This simultaneously creates
transparency in terms of the process costs incurred
by the organization and supports Six Sigma initiatives.
As a result, internal benchmarking between individual
departments or sites is possible.

Using ARIS Design Platform products enables the
organizational, structural, and technological
weaknesses in processes to be uncovered and
improvement potential identified. Process models can
be published worldwide for role-based access and
professional IT architecture management is possible
across the enterprise. 

ARIS Implementation Platform enables
implementation of business processes in the IT
environment. To achieve this, the platform-
independent process descriptions are translated step-
by-step into corresponding models and diagrams. By
combining the business and technology views,
companies reduce the complexity of their IT projects.

ARIS Controlling Platform identifies improvement
potential by evaluating and visualizing executed
processes from IT systems, e.g., throughput times
and returns. In order to meet regulatory and
legislative requirements (e.g., the Sarbanes-Oxley Act
or Basel II), companies can implement internal
control systems and demonstrate the effectiveness of
such controls. In addition, operational risk can be
regularly analyzed and appropriate action taken. 
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Business Process Management is not a one-time
project: long-term competitive advantages can only
be achieved when the loop is closed. It is not just the
operational processes that can be managed using
this method – it can also be applied to the process of
Business Process Management itself. As an
operational tool for managing business processes,
ARIS actively supports this entire process for all
affected groups. 

All ARIS tools are based on a central repository,
ensuring that process models are consistent and can
be reused. This means that business process design
is now possible at the global level via access to a
shared resource. Integrated modeling standards for
describing business processes ensure that the
process models can be readily understood.

The latest technologies, modeling languages, and
frameworks are incorporated in ARIS, helping to
harness the power of BPM for day-to-day corporate
management. The mantra is “simple, intuitive, and
fast,” with BPM now being accessible to every
employee in the enterprise, rather than just experts. 

All key modeling standards supported
Business process models provide an abstract view of
complex structures. By focusing on specific parts of a
structure, they highlight key relationships and ignore
less relevant aspects. Models are used to document,
analyze, and communicate reality. The essential
requirement here is that different viewers of the
model content will interpret it in the same way,
despite having varying degrees of insight.

For this reason, modeling standards define model
elements and their meaning. Modeling standards
therefore allow efficient, collaborative Business
Process Management across corporate boundaries
and disciplines.

Event-driven process chains (EPCs) are a leading
industry standard for modeling business processes.
The business-oriented notation enables non-technical
users to document and optimize their workflows
quickly and easily.

Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) is a
standard for modeling business processes. The
notation is strongly IT-oriented.



Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a leading
standard in the software engineering sector.
However, UML has a wide range of uses and is not
restricted to software modeling.

Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) is a
technical standard used to describe executable
process models. Execution of the business functions
is handled by Web services.

Web Services Description Language (WSDL) is a
standard for describing Web service interfaces. It is
used to model the available operations, including the
addresses for calling them.

ARIS reference models – for getting up
to speed fast
The ARIS ITIL, SCOR, and ARIS Healthcare reference
models support efficient specialist and industry
solutions for successful Business Process
Management. This enables a shorter process design
phase, higher process quality, and benchmarking
against established market standards.

ARIS ITIL is based on the Information Technology
Infrastructure Library (ITIL) and offers a
comprehensive reference model for documenting,
analyzing, and implementing IT processes. ARIS ITIL
thus helps ensure that IT is aligned with business
requirements.

Organizations seeking to improve their supply chains
in line with the Supply-Chain Council (SCC) reference
model can use predefined structures and parameters
to optimize their processes.

SCOR provides best-practice supply chain processes
over multiple levels, making it easy for users to
identify and implement improvements.

ARIS Healthcare provides healthcare companies and
institutions with a fast and effective way to get
started with business process optimization. Instead of
starting their modeling from scratch, organizations
can leverage proven results.

ARIS Value Engineering: best-practice
procedure models for business process
excellence
ARIS Value Engineering is a framework for defining
subject-specific procedure models for BPM projects,
which builds on our extensive experience with
customer projects. Each procedure model defines a
series of specific work packages that guide users
step-by-step through a BPM project. The structure of
all ARIS Value Engineering procedure models follows
that of the business process lifecycle, covering the
strategy, design, implementation, and controlling
phases.
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Join ARIS Community!
ARIS Community is a permanently available Web
platform that gives members an opportunity to
exchange information, thereby enabling shared
discussion and development of all BPM-related
topics. ARIS Express, the free business process
modeling software for beginners, is available on the
site for download. Process models can be uploaded
from ARIS Express into the Community for discussion.
ARIS Community also offers a growing number of
BPM courses and training materials that enable new
BPM users to quickly get up to speed on the subject.
ARIS Community is thus set to become the digital
home of every ARIS user.

www.ariscommunity.com

A Twitter feed keeps Community members updated
with the latest news:

www.twitter.com/ariscommunity

The six ARIS Platform solutions cover key areas that
today’s organizations simply cannot afford to ignore –
with the focus always on improving business
performance.

ARIS Solutions – Software and
Procedure Models for Business Process
Excellence
ARIS Solutions combine selected ARIS products with
ARIS Value Engineering procedure models designed
to meet specific needs. These specialist solution
portfolios have proven successful in numerous
customer projects. Leveraging this experience
enables fast, cost-effective creation of customized
solutions.

All solutions are based on the central, integrated
ARIS repository, so data can be exchanged and
processed across multiple solutions. All the targeted
user groups - organizational department and
management, operational and IT departments, and
financial controllers - work in an integrated
environment. Integrated process management is
therefore possible throughout the enterprise.
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ARIS Solution for Enterprise Business
Process Management (BPM) 
All companies have business processes, regardless of size or industry. A company’s internal and inter-
company processes are comparable to the body’s central nervous system: when maintained and optimized,
they ensure competitiveness in the marketplace. Business process excellence enables a company to reach
customers with products and services faster and more efficiently than the competition and to respond
promptly to changing market requirements.

Business Process Management (BPM) with ARIS Solution for Enterprise BPM encompasses analyzing,
optimizing, communicating, and implementing processes. The integrated ARIS Value Engineering for Enterprise
BPM procedure model provides dedicated work packages for defining strategies, identifying improvement
potential, and supporting change processes. With the aim of achieving business process excellence, an
organizational structure is created that ensures optimal support for both process management and BPM
governance.

Customers deploying ARIS Solution for Enterprise BPM have significantly reduced their process costs and
throughput times, thereby boosting efficiency and achieving savings far in excess of the BPM project costs.

Depending on the objective and implementation focus, ARIS Solution for Enterprise BPM currently supports
the Business Process Transformation and BPM Governance scenarios.

Integrated products 
� ARIS Business Designer

� ARIS Business Architect

� ARIS Business Publisher

� ARIS Business Simulator

� ARIS Business Optimizer

� ARIS Process Governance

� ARIS BSC

� ARIS Six Sigma

� ARIS Business Rules Designer
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The core products of ARIS Solution for
Enterprise BPM
The core products of ARIS Solution for Enterprise
BPM enable business processes to be modeled,
documented, optimized, and published for all
employees. In addition, various process variants can
be simulated and management processes automated.

ARIS Business Designer
ARIS Business Designer is the Web-based tool for
getting started with end-to-end Business Process
Management. With its client-server architecture and
enhanced user interface, ARIS Business Designer
allows even non-technical users to design
professional business processes.

� Intuitive, user-friendly interface
� Decentralized design for centralized optimization
� Proven, extensible methods for multiple areas of

application
� Can be upgraded to ARIS IT Designer and/or ARIS

SOA Designer

ARIS Business Architect
ARIS Business Architect is Web-based and supports
professional, enterprise-wide Business Process
Management (BPM). It offers maximum flexibility for
modeling, analyzing, and optimizing business
processes and benefits from an intuitive user
interface.

ARIS Business Architect contains extensive
functionality for administering databases, users,
scripts, etc. Alongside proven methods like Event-
driven process chain (EPC), ARIS also supports
BPMN, BPEL, UML, and other architecture concepts,
such as, DoDAF, IT City Planning, and Zachman.

� Permanent, global availability across corporate
boundaries for collaborative, Web-based process
design

� Saves time and money thanks to intuitive, high-
performance process management

� Can be easily customized to meet corporate
standards

� Powerful design, formatting and presentation
functions

� Simple creation of reports and analyses with the
WYSIWYG editor 

� Complete control over process modeling activities
thanks to versioning and comparison functions
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Intuitive modeling of business processes



ARIS Business Publisher
ARIS Business Publisher guarantees permanent, low-
cost availability of process information via Web-
based portals. Due to rights-based and role-based
access to process models, content is only displayed
to the relevant target group. This prevents users from
being overwhelmed and protects critical process
knowledge. All portal content is dynamically
generated when the user signs in, minimizing export
times and guaranteeing up-to-the-minute information
for decision-making.

� Dynamic and static on-demand publishing of
process knowledge or IT environments

� Customer and target group-specific and role-
based presentation of process content

� Analysis functionality via ARIS reports on
exported data

� Seamless integration into corporate portals
(single sign-on, links to existing user
administration, etc.)

� Flexible, expandable language concept for
multilingual access

� Operational integration with Office products,
document management systems, SAP®, etc. 

ARIS Business Simulator
ARIS Business Simulator allows both existing and
new processes to be analyzed and improved. The
application collects a variety of information during a
simulation run that enables the behavior of processes
to be assessed. The results are presented in the form
of statistics and diagrams. Data provided includes
throughput and wait times, costs, weaknesses, and
resource requirements/utilization. To evaluate new
processes, process variants can be analyzed and the
resulting values optimized.

� Realistic Web-based simulation and dynamic
analysis of process organization and operational
structures 

� Identifying resource bottlenecks and process
weaknesses to enable more precise human
resource requirement planning and benchmarking

� Simulation of different model types (e.g., EPC,
BPMN)
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Browser-based dynamic process portals in ARIS Business
Publisher

Identifying weaknesses and bottlenecks in ARIS Business
Simulator



ARIS Process Governance
Corporate efficiency and effectiveness can be
improved by defining and automating governance
processes as part of process management. With
ARIS Process Governance, departmental users can
perform all the tasks needed to define and execute
governance processes.

BPM managers and CIOs can optimize, accelerate,
and design their change processes in a more
transparent way, while IT architecture managers are
able to establish professional approval processes and
effective IT architecture management, portfolio
management, and IT governance. Governance
managers can tailor their policies to meet compliance
needs and roll them out across the organization.

� Intuitive workflow design by user departments 
� Preconfigured processes can be tailored to the

organization 
� Complete transparency of all governance

processes
� 80% reduction in process change effort
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Personalized task list and status control to perform optimal
BPM governance



ARIS Solution for Enterprise
Architecture Management (EA)
Corporate IT resources constitute a complex system. An enterprise architecture (EA) describes this system
and establishes standards for creating and updating it. Understanding the system requires a number of views
– business processes, organizational structure, applications, data, interfaces, and technologies. Multiple
perspectives must be taken into account, ranging from the enterprise view at a highly abstract level to detailed
views of individual business units, design aspects, and physical systems and devices.

Featuring the tried-and-true ARIS Value Engineering for EA procedure model, this solution combines market-
leading BPM technologies with global enterprise architecture standards. It enables planning, visualization, and
evaluation of technologies, processes, data, and organizational structures with zero redundancy.

Consistent integration of all data in ARIS Solution for Enterprise Architecture Management means that
architecture elements can be reused across all views in the IT Landscape Planning, IT Architecture
Management, and IT Cost Optimization solution scenarios. 

Integrated products
� ARIS IT Architect

� ARIS IT Inventory

� ARIS Business Optimizer

� ARIS Business Architect 

� ARIS Business Publisher

� ARIS Process Governance 

� ARIS BSC
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The core products of ARIS Solution
for EA
The core products of ARIS Solution for EA provide
functionalities to set up and efficiently manage IT
architectures. 

ARIS IT Architect
ARIS IT Architect features an easy-to-understand
description method for establishing IT architectures
within the ARIS methodology. Additional frameworks,
such as DODAF, TOGAF, Zachmann, and ArchiMate,
facilitate structured documentation of IT components.
Setting up reference architectures enables IT
standards to be defined across the company, which
can also be used as the basis for IT projects.

� Establishment and management of enterprise
architectures

� Aligning IT structures with corporate objectives
and business processes

� Standardization and harmonization of IT systems

� Creation of IT roadmaps, project and portfolio
management 

� Flexible IT development planning and system
lifecycle management

� Integration of process and IT information from
value chain to IT infrastructure

� ARIS Interface for BMC Atrium CMDB to import IT
infrastructure information
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IT landscape plan in ARIS IT Architect



ARIS IT Inventory
ARIS IT Inventory delivers the necessary
functionalities for decentralized management of IT
applications. The Web-based, intuitive interface
enables system administrators to quickly get up to
speed with professional management of applications,
technologies, and infrastructure information. High
information quality is ensured by direct access to
system descriptions in the central ARIS repository
and simple editing using predefined EA standards.
This can be used as the basis for future-proof
planning and development of the organization’s IT
assets.

� Web-based creation of inventories of
applications, technologies, and infrastructure 

� Local maintenance of system fact sheets from
ARIS IT Architect 

� Role-based authorization and access concept

� Provision of up-to-date information on IT
resources to form the basis of IT planning

ARIS Business Optimizer
ARIS Business Optimizer is a Web-based tool for
process and IT cost optimization using KPIs. It
delivers process transparency by modeling
operational structure and process organization, while
also providing insights based on KPIs for IT and cost
management activities. ARIS Business Optimizer
helps users to define best-practice procedures and
make informed decisions.

� Process cost accounting

� IT cost optimization

� Product costing

� Facilitating strategic make-or-buy decisions
(target costing, outsourcing, etc.)

� Personnel requirement planning
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System fact sheet maintenance in ARIS IT Inventory

Process cost evaluation in graphical and table form



Business Challenges

� To implement a standardized solution for
Enterprise Architecture Management throughout
the Group as a whole

� To optimize and increase the transparency of the
interrelationships between IT strategy, IT
technology and business processes

� To align the IT landscape to the needs of
operational business

Solution

� The existing systems were analyzed, harmonized and
standardized as well as being reduced in number

� Development plans create transparency in the
interrelationships between business processes,
organizational units and application systems

� Architectural components allow reference
architectures, modules and methods to be reused

Benefits

� Increased productivity as a result of reusing
standardized architectural modules

� Cost savings through optimized and shorter
operational processes, shorter project durations
and less need for external resources

ARIS Platform Products

� ARIS IT Architect
� ARIS IT Designer
� ARIS Business Publisher

Audi increases productivity and cuts costs thanks to EA management

"We introduced a Group-wide architecture management system as a means of retaining our competitive
position. The holistic approach of the ARIS Platform solution and IDS Scheer's expertise in the field of
Enterprise Architecture meant guaranteed success."
Audi AG
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IT with a sporty edge 
Enterprise Architecture Management

The Volkswagen Group is turning to standardized IT architecture management. Audi, the sporty brand within
the Volkswagen Group, is putting the pedal to the metal to hold pole position in the fast-moving automotive
market. This is the background to the introduction at Audi of a tool-supported IT architecture management
system based on the ARIS Platform. The harmonized IT landscape will keep Audi in the fast lane: reference
architectures and modules are reused and can thus significantly reduce the duration of projects – meaning
that the company runs more productively and cost effectively. The process-oriented IT architecture solution is
being rolled out across the board at the Volkswagen Group in a gradual process.



ARIS Solution for Business-Driven
SOA Management
Service-oriented architectures overcome the rigid relationship between IT systems and processes by breaking
down IT applications into modular, reusable services. These services are orchestrated into technical
processes, enabling them to replicate business workflows in IT systems. When a business process is altered,
technical service orchestration is adjusted and executed accordingly. The key gain is fast, easy IT
implementation of new business workflows.  

Reaping the benefits of an SOA requires documentation of the business processes to be supported –
otherwise, the technical service processes will not meet user needs. Business processes are therefore
essential when planning an SOA, hence the term “business-driven SOA.”

ARIS Solution for Business-Driven SOA Management facilitates business-driven SOA by combining specialist
software products with the tried-and-true ARIS Value Engineering for SOA procedure model. This model helps
IT staff and departmental users to create and manage service-oriented architectures using work packages
that systematically guide them to the desired result.

The solution supports application scenarios for service architecture, service orchestration, and process
automation, as well as service and application development.

Integrated products  
� ARIS SOA Architect

� ARIS UML Designer

� ARIS Business Architect

� ARIS Business Publisher

� ARIS Business Rules Designer

� ARIS IT Architect
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The core products of ARIS Solution
for SOA
A service-oriented architecture (SOA) starts and ends
with a company’s business processes. Enterprises
can only adapt quickly to new market requirements if
their business processes are properly modeled and
then translated into technical services in a structured
fashion.

ARIS SOA Architect
The Service Browser in ARIS SOA Architect makes it
easy to identify services for automating business
activities. Because services are linked to business
activities in the ARIS process model, executable
BPEL processes can be generated automatically.
After the BPEL processes have been exported, they
can be executed on platforms, such as, IBM
WebSphere, Oracle SOA Suite, BEA WebLogic, and
SAP® XI.

� Business-oriented description of services ensures
easy access for business analysts

� Mapping service architecture provides a visual
overview of the service portfolio

� SOA methodology is fully integrated with IDS
Scheer’s enterprise architecture methodology

� SOA metamodel for business SOA management

� Automated derivation of platform-independent,
executable BPEL processes from business
processes

� SOA repository for all business and technical
elements of an SOA  

ARIS UML Designer
ARIS UML Designer is the first tool to speak the
languages of business processes and software
development. Because it supports the entire software
development process, there is no need for extra steps
outside this process. With ARIS UML Designer, all
process modelers and UML modelers work with an
integrated software product. Users access process
model data and UML content via a Web browser,
thereby enabling processing and change
management within a multi-user environment.

� Integration of business processes and UML in
software development projects

� Simple creation and communication of
development documentation

� Linking of object-oriented design and code
generation (CASE tools)

� All UML diagram types supported
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Automatically generated BPEL process in
ARIS SOA Architect



ARIS Solution for Process-Driven SAP
Management
SAP software helps enterprises to implement business processes. But how can companies ensure that the
processes contained in the standard software properly reflect their corporate strategy? What is the best way
to incorporate the specific requirements of departments like sales, marketing, procurement, and production
into the SAP system?

ARIS Solution for Process-Driven SAP Management provides the necessary support at every stage, from
strategy and requirements analysis through blueprinting to configuration, testing, training, and rolling out SAP
solutions. In addition, the solution is a useful tool for training end users. The ARIS Value Engineering (AVE) for
SAP methodology covers the complete SAP implementation cycle. Business processes are documented using
ARIS Business Architect for SAP and analyzed in relation to the new SAP systems.

The solution also enables deployment options for SAP’s SOA technologies to be analyzed, based on business
processes and services from integration with the SAP® Enterprise Services Repository. The ARIS Solution for
Process-Driven SAP Management supports application scenarios for SAP implementation, SAP upgrade, and
enabling enterprise SOA. 

Integrated products   
� ARIS Business Architect for SAP

� ARIS BI Modeler

� ARIS Business Publisher  
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The core products of ARIS Solution
for Process-Driven SAP
To implement their corporate strategy and business
requirements, companies need a fast and efficient
way of mapping business processes and new
business concepts to the SAP environment.
Developing and designing a seamless value chain in
terms of Business Processes Management is also a
key requirement for adopting SAP’s service-oriented
architecture (SOA). ARIS Solution for Process-Driven
SAP products provide effective support here.

ARIS Business Architect for SAP 
In SAP implementation or upgrade projects ARIS
Business Architect for SAP enables enterprises to
define business management requirements from a
process perspective. Requirements are mapped using
business process models and can be enriched with
all the necessary additional information and
subjected to analysis. The bidirectional interface to
SAP® Solution Manager enables the models to be
constructed on the basis of SAP reference content
for a process-based SAP solution. They can be
seamlessly implemented in SAP Solution Manager.

A special BPEL interface to SAP® NetWeaver Process
Integration (SAP NW PI) supports end-to-end
integration of existing IT systems.

These process models therefore represent an
important aid to making business decisions, while
also ensuring that the required processes can be
implemented in the SAP system.

� Seamless integration of business processes and
SAP environment

� Clear communication between user departments
and IT

� Creation of end-to-end process architectures

� Linking of business processes and SAP
transactions

� Integration of business requirements, SAP
reference content, and customization

� Interfaces to SAP Solution Manager and SAP
Process Integration (PI)

� Creation of integrated test cases based on end-to-
end processes

� Process-oriented tests and user training

� Creation of user profiles and individual user help

� Support for establishing an SOA via link to the
SAP Enterprise Services Repository
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From business process to SAP system



ARIS Solution for Process Intelligence
and Performance Management (PIPM)
As market conditions continue to change, enterprises must respond faster than ever, both at the executive and
operational levels. This requires insights into software-based business processes and how they are
performing.

The ARIS Solution for PIPM enables measurement of key performance indicators (KPIs) in live business
processes, providing an objective decision-making aid for identifying and realizing improvement potential in
real time. Automated process mining analyses make it possible to identify factors that impact process
efficiency. The solution delivers its results in the form of graphical process chains that are automatically
logged at the desired aggregation levels.

The solution uses process-driven Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) technologies to support strategy
definition, measurement, monitoring, analysis, and optimization of business processes in real time. The
integrated ARIS Value Engineering for Process Intelligence & Performance Management procedure model
contains preconfigured work packages arranged in a logical sequence that guides users through the project,
from defining objectives to optimizing processes. 

Integrated products   
� ARIS Process Performance Manager

� ARIS Process Event Monitor 

� ARIS Performance Dashboard
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The core products of ARIS Solution
for PIPM
What can’t be measured, can’t be improved, so the
ability to manage and analyze corporate performance
is becoming increasingly important. Today’s
managers recognize that merely compiling KPIs
without linking them to operational processes is not
sufficient to identify optimization measures. Business
intelligence is being buttressed by applications that
combine analytical functions with monitoring of
business processes. Business Process Management
+ Business Intelligence = Process Intelligence.

ARIS Process Performance Manager
ARIS Process Performance Manager (ARIS PPM)
provides the crucial technology that organizations
need to assess their live business processes in terms
of speed, cost, quality, and quantity. ARIS PPM
continuously optimizes internal and external
workflows, thereby making a key contribution to
business success. The software is also successfully
used by individual departments to monitor service
level agreements relating to core processes, such as
order processing or maintenance and upgrade.
Process discovery delivers graphical visualization of
the performance of business workflows, down to
individual transaction level. Best practices are thus
revealed and can be reused.

Because data is stored directly in main memory (in-
memory architecture), users of the latest ARIS PPM
version can extract and analyze the required data at
super-fast speeds. The new architecture also
provides new, unique analysis options and simplified
handling.

� Performance of end-to-end processes is rendered
transparent

� Measurement of process performance (quantity,
time, cost, quality)

� Flexible and intuitive ad-hoc analysis 

� Seamless monitoring of target values and current
status 

� Efficient early-warning system for critical
performance indicators

� Communication and activity analysis of
departments and other organizational units

� WYSIWYG reporting engine

� Tight integration with ARIS Performance
Dashboard  
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Multi-analysis view with ARIS PPM



ARIS Process Event Monitor
ARIS Process Event Monitor delivers the necessary
up-to-date process data and enables companies to
react instantly to critical events. Using established
ETL mechanisms, ARIS PEM extracts data from a
wide range of IT systems in real time to evaluate the
efficiency of live processes. Its intelligent, high-
performance tracking function continuously monitors
incoming events and proactively identifies critical
situations, freeing the user to concentrate on the
most important exceptions and take immediate
action. 

� High-volume filtering and correlation engine
based on proven Systar technology

� Process-oriented, configurable data model for
monitoring business processes in terms of
exceptions, functions (process flow), and
organizations (resources)

� Automated triggering of actions, such as, e-mails,
business processes, and any other type of
application

� Tight integration with ARIS PPM

ARIS Performance Dashboard
The main purpose of the charts, graphics, and trends
contained in a management dashboard is to provide
maximum information in the shortest time possible.
ARIS Performance Dashboard does this and more by
combining cutting-edge Flash technology with
aggregated process information from end-to-end
business processes (such as data from an ERP
system) in a uniform display format.

A key function of management dashboards is to
quickly deliver interactive value chains, process
traffic lights, trend information, and KPI
documentation in the browser and make them
accessible to all process participants in a user-
specific, timely fashion. ARIS Performance
Dashboard enables all these structure elements to be
combined in a consistent interface.

� Intuitive display and simple use with no training
required

� Fully interactive, browser-based interface

� Tailored to ARIS PPM and ARIS Business
Optimizer

� Integrated dashboard builder
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Real-time dashboard with exception handling in ARIS PEM

ARIS Performance Dashboard



Business Challenges

� Higher quality in incident, problem and change
management processes

� Greater transparency and control over processes
in IT service management

� Efficient steering of employees while managing
incident, problem and change management
processes

Solution

� Tickets are collected in real time by ARIS PEM
� ARIS PPM analyzes information concerning the

service processes
� ARIS Performance Dashboard makes processes

visible at a glance

Customer Benefits

� Continuous optimization of quality in service level
management

� Transparency about the current status of IT
services

� Effective and efficient processing of incidents

ARIS Platform Products

� ARIS Process Performance Manager (PPM)
� ARIS Process Event Monitor (PEM)
� ARIS Performance Dashboard

Tieto reduced processing times by an average of 20%

“With ARIS tools, we’re improving our service management by the day. They give us an objective basis to find
more optimization potential.”
Joni Lehtonen, Vice President, Business Process Services, Tieto Corporation
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Higher quality through transparency –
proactive service management
IT service provider Tieto optimizes IT service processes with the
ARIS Solution for PIPM

With its IT services, Tieto wants to offer its cus tomers a measurable benefit. High-performing incident and
problem management is therefore one of the company’s spearheads. For this, Tieto relies on the ARIS Solution
for Process Intelligence & Performance Management (PIPM). This solution from IDS Scheer informs project
managers in real time about bottlenecks that might occur and iden tifies areas for strategic process
improvement.



ARIS Solution for Governance, Risk &
Compliance Management (GRC)
Governance, risk, and compliance management helps organizations meet internal and external legal
requirements and standards. It comprises identifying risk-affected processes, risk assessment, implementing
an internal control system, and monitoring control effectiveness.

The process-driven ARIS Solution for Governance, Risk & Compliance Management enables flexible
introduction and efficient operation of an enterprise-wide compliance management system. Companies benefit
in particular from reusability of process documentation and the proven internal control system.

The tried-and-true ARIS Value Engineering for GRC procedure model provides defined work packages to help
meet all necessary standards and legal requirements, making compliance management a strategic
management tool. The solution offers specific application scenarios for financial compliance management and
managing operational risks.

Integrated products
� ARIS Risk & Compliance Manager

� ARIS Business Architect

� ARIS Business Publisher 

� ARIS Performance Dashboard

� ARIS Process Performance Manager

� ARIS Business Optimizer

� ARIS BSC

� ARIS Process Governance
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The core products of ARIS Solution
for GRC
Organizations need to ensure – and be able to
demonstrate – that their workflows meet a wide
range of legal requirements and standards. The ARIS
Solution for GRC offers customers a software tool for
integrating current and future compliance
requirements into their business processes.

In addition, Operational Risk Management helps
organizations to identify, document, and assess
operational risk, e.g., financial or security risks. If
necessary, appropriate measures to manage or
reduce risk can be initiated. 

ARIS Risk & Compliance Manager
ARIS Risk & Compliance Manager provides users
with a workflow and all necessary information to
implement tests and risk assessments. It enables
organizations to carry out all the required compliance
and risk management activities with maximum
efficiency.   

� Workflow-based implementation of compliance-
related measures and internal controls covering a
wide range of legal and regulatory requirements 

� Issue management and deficiency management,
plus comprehensive reporting and sign-off
functionality 

� Operational Risk Management for managing and
reducing risk

� Management information on the up-to-the-minute
status of compliance activities available via the
integrated Compliance Process Dashboard 

� Timely detection of shortcomings in the internal
control system and automatic escalation
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Quantitative risk analysis with ARIS Risk & Compliance
Manager



ARIS  Product Overview
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Business Challenges

The goal of EnBW VSG B2B is the integrated
treatment of business processes and subject-specific
data to improve the comprehensive understanding
between business and system-specific dimensions.
This should minimize friction losses in IT projects
which exist particularly in the requirements definition.
As well, the consideration of special characteristics
of the energy market is essential in this process.

Solution

� As-is analysis of process and data dimensions
� Modeling in ARIS with integration of business and

IT-specific perspective
� Permanent evaluation and extension on a

professional and methodological basis

Customer Benefit at implementation of
SAP® CRM at EnBW VSG B2B:

� Reduction of project effort
� Savings at IT costs
� Reduction of analysis requirements effort

ARIS Platform Products

� ARIS Business Architect
� ARIS Business Designer
� ARIS Business Publisher mit RCM

(Release Cycle Management)

EnBW cuts costs while improving the quality of its core operational processes

“The modeling of business processes and the necessary data has significantly increased the quality of the
operational core processes. Additionally the efforts in the requirement analysis have been reduced.”
Dr. Wolfgang Rüffler, Manager IT/Quality management & processes, EnBW VSG
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Business management and IT –
become integrated with energy
Innovative approaches to business process modeling and data modeling

Driven by the demands of the competitive market, the internal optimization plans and external deve lop ments of
the energy market and legislature the IT landscape of EnBW VSG B2B is requested to permanently meet new
requirements. Technical and subject-specific paradigms are integrated in the adjustments of the system
landscape in an accumulated way. This was only achieved by an innovative approach for the business process
mo deling and data modeling as well as the resulting integration of business and IT-specific treatment.
Furthermore the conditions for a service-oriented architecture within a utility company have been created.
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Calculating and analyzing performance indicators of various process management
structures, running what-if scenarios to create transparency, identifying best practice. 

Users: Management, process owners, financial controllers, organization
managers

� Process cost accounting 
� IT cost optimizer
� Product costing 
� Facilitating strategic make-or-buy decisions

(target costing, outsourcing, etc.)
� Personnel requirement planning

Company-wide introduction of a strategy management system based on BSC principles
and optimum integration with business processes.

Users: Organization managers, process owners

� Analysis of cause-and-effect relationships
� Calculation and comparison of actual and target values
� Integration of strategic corporate goals
� Establishment of a BSC structure prior to implementation  

Tools und best practices for succsessful Six Sigma projects.

����
������	
�

Users: Master black belts, black belts, green belts, process owners

� Integrated solution for the entire DMAIC lifecycle
� Centralized knowledge management and publishing optimizes

communication and enables experience to be shared
� A single language for process managers, Six Sigma belts, and IT managers
� Partnership with MINITAB®, the market leader in statistical analysis for

Six Sigma projects



Initial Situation

� Growing importance of transparency
� Introduction of an SLA management
� Necessity of SLA Reporting for internal/ external

communication purposes

Solution

� End-to-End measurement of SLAs with ARIS
Process Performance Manager (ARIS PPM)

� Non-invasive measurement and analysis of the
payment transactions (orders)

� Integrative use of ARIS Business Optimizer to
calcu late process costs

Customer Benefits

� SLA Reporting successfully established
� End-to-End transparency for the external client

(bank)
� Minimization of the analysis data from 3 billion to

40 million process instances

ARIS Platform Products

� ARIS Process Performance Manager
� ARIS Business Optimizer

Equens significantly improves service quality

“Equens leverages ARIS Platform software for process performance management to report to its clients on
compliance/non-compliance with contractually agreed service level agreements.”
Anke Rombach, Consultant Business Support, Marketing & Sales, Equens SE
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SLA monitoring with ARIS Process
Performance Manager (ARIS PPM)
Analysis and monitoring of Service Level Agreements (SLAs) in the payment
transaction field

With the help of ARIS Process Performance Manager, Equens SE can manage one of its core businesses in a
stable way and with the minimum invasion of the existing very susceptible IT infra structure. ARIS PPM
monitors internal and exter nal Service Level Agreements to avoid outliers. It is able to alert independently. The
monitoring of End-to-End processes was an important part of the implementation of the SLA management. It is
auto matized periodically and summarized in a report for the clients of Equens SE. The “Big Picture” is
completed by the process cost data of ARIS Business Optimizer.
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Web-based process optimization and Business Process Management. 

Users: Organization managers, process owners, operational departments

� Permanent, global availability 
� Saves time and money
� Can be easily customized to meet corporate standards
� Comprehensive design, formatting, and presentation functions 
� Simple creation of reports and analyses with the WYSIWYG editor
� Versioning and comparison functions

Web-based tool for getting started with professional BPM. 

Users: Organization managers, process owners, operational departments

� Intuitive, user-friendly interface
� Decentralized design for centralized optimization
� Proven, extensible methods for multiple areas of application
� Can be upgraded to ARIS IT Designer and/or ARIS SOA Designer

Publishing of process knowledge in Web portals.

Users: Organization managers, process owners, management, employees in
all departments 

� Dynamic and static on-demand publishing of process knowledge or IT
environments

� Customer and target group-specific and role-based presentation of
process content

� Analysis functionality via ARIS reports on exported data
� Seamless integration into corporate portals
� Operational integration with Office products, document management

systems, SAP, etc. 
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Web-based creation of inventories of applications, technologies, and infrastructure.

����
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Users: System developers and administrators, IT architects

� Local maintenance of system fact sheets from ARIS IT Architect
� Role-based authorization and access concept
� Up-to-date information on IT resources to form the basis of IT planning 

Repository-based planning and management of enterprise architectures. 

����
������������

Users: IT managers, IT specialists, IT architects, IT development planners

� Establishment and management of enterprise architectures
� Aligning IT structures with corporate objectives and business processes
� Flexible IT development planning and system lifecycle management
� ARIS Interface for BMC Atrium CMDB

Identifying and implementing optimization potential in business processes

����
����������
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Users: Organization managers, process owners

� Realistic Web-based simulation and dynamic analysis of process
organization and operational structures

� Identifying resource bottlenecks and process weaknesses 
� Simulation of different model types (e.g., EPC, BPMN) 

Flexible, efficient automation of management processes.

����
����������������

Users: Departmental users, BPM managers, IT architecture managers,
governance managers

� Intuitive and flexible workflow design by user departments
� Preconfigured processes can be tailored to the organization
� Complete transparency of all governance processes
� 80% reduction in process change effort
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Planning and establishment of enterprise architectures using ArchiMate. 

Users: IT managers, IT specialists, IT architects

� Standardization and harmonization of IT systems in accordance with the
ArchiMate standard

� Reports and analysis for a quick overview of the IT environment
� Intuitive user interface and an ARIS repository for enterprise-wide

architecture management using ArchiMate
� Integration with ARIS Business Publisher for effective communication of

information via intranet/Internet

Optimization of organizational architectures based on DoDAF (DoD Architecture
Framework), C4ISR (Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence,
Surveillance & Reconnaissance), and NAF. 

Users: IT managers, IT specialists, IT architects

� Administration of all components in the central ARIS repository
� Flexible data exchange due to standardized interfaces, such as CADM,

XML, XMI, BPML, BPEL, etc. 
� Integration with ARIS Business Publisher for effective communication of

information via intranet/Internet

The first free process modeling software for occasional users and BPM beginners from
the market leader.

����
�������

Users: BPM beginners, occasional users, universities, and vocational schools

� Models for organizational structures, processes, application systems, data,
and more

� Valuable reference content to complement the free, proven ARIS method
� All results can be reused in professional ARIS Business Process

Management tools
� Self-study with free training materials in the ARIS Community
� ARIS Express is free of charge and can be downloaded and used without

an Internet connection
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Business Challenges

� Increase production capacity (50 %) in about 4 years
� Identify and solve the bottlenecks
� Keep total control of business in a dynamic

environment (according to principles Six Sigma)

Solution

� Synchronization by SAP Solution Manager & ARIS
Business Architect for SAP 

� Use the SCOR reference models in ARIS
� Use best practices of past SAP implementations
� Use of ARIS Redocumentation as quality check on

SAP and Solution Manager usage
� Use of ARIS ProcessWeb for communication

Customer Benefits

� Less time-consuming communications
� Improved speed and quality of project
� Improved business process awareness in the

company
� Process oriented SAP projects increased the

quality of work

ARIS Platform Products

� ARIS Business Architect for SAP
� ARIS Simulation 
� ARIS Web Publisher
� ARIS Redocumentation
� ARIS BI Modeler

SABIC Europe saves time and money with ARIS

„You need ARIS to determine & model the different aspects of the business processes and Solution Manager to
support & improve your SAP system. When using different structures and versions, miscommunication with its
corresponding deficiencies will be certain. That’s why we use the integrated solution of ARIS and SAP, called ARIS
Business Architect for SAP, and standardized on the business language. It is all about speaking the same language and
discuss about the same book. “
Peter de Esch, Manager, SAP Customer Competence Center, SABIC Europe 

SAP related business process
optimization at SABIC
Management of business process bottlenecks during period of rapid growth

SABIC Europe’s ambition is to be one of the strongest petrochemical companies in Europe, based on backward
integration in olefins, cost leadership, and growth. To cope with this growth and enable successful
consolidation of different companies, dealing with IT and organizational differences, a transparent business
model and business process are required. The ARIS Platform was used to enable this. ARIS has proven to be a
success factor for the SAP Certified Competence Centre (CCC) in Europe. In the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
SABIC also started a global Business Process Management project to improve the performance of the logistic
processes. IDS Scheer is chosen as the preferred supplier.
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Web-based redocumentation and modeling in SAP® NetWeaver Business Warehouse
(SAP NW BW) implementation, harmonization, or consolidation projects, and designing
end-to-end and integrated SAP NW BW solutions.

Users: IT managers, SAP NW BW experts, departmental employees

� Interface between ARIS BI Modeler and SAP NW BW allows automatic
transfer of SAP® BI meta data

� Linking SAP NW BW data flows and business processes, plus integration
into ARIS for SAP and central ARIS meta repository

� Automatic generation of the data concept behind existing SAP NW BW
implementations

� Reduced complexity and duration of BI consolidation projects thanks to
system comparisons

Business process-based implementation, optimization, and upgrading of SAP solutions.

����
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Users: Consultants and employees in IT and organizational departments
who are involved in planning, customizing, documenting, or executing SAP-
based business processes

� Seamless integration of business processes and SAP environment
� Clear communication between user departments and IT
� Interfaces to SAP Solution Manager and SAP Process Integration (PI)
� Support for establishing an SOA via link to the SAP Enterprise Services

Repository

Design of business process-based service-oriented architectures (SOA). 

Users: Consultants and employees from IT and operational departments who
are involved in implementing process-oriented solutions based on an SOA

� SOA methodology is fully integrated with EA methodology
� SOA metamodel for business SOA management
� Automated derivation of platform-independent, executable BPEL

processes from business processes
� SOA repository for all business and technical elements of an SOA  
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Describing rules and integrating them into business processes. 

Users: Consultants and employees from IT and operational departments,
process owners

� Integrated business process and rule modeling via central repository
� Powerful analysis tools to ensure rules are correct, comprehensive, and

unambiguous 
� Rules can automatically be packaged into an executable Web service,

which can be passed directly to the relevant operational execution system
� Central repository for business processes and rules with role-based

access and version control 

Software engineering based on business processes. 

Users: Software development specialists and managers, developers of
business process-oriented custom software solutions

� Integration of business processes and UML in software development
projects

� Simple creation and communication of development documentation
� Linking of object-oriented design and code generation (CASE tools)
� All UML diagram types supported

Business Process Management Excellence with ARIS SOA Architect and Microsoft BizTalk.

����
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Users: Business users, IT staff

� Fast, intuitive modeling of business processes in EPC and BPMN
� BizTalk-specific model validations ensure successful transformation of a

BPEL or BPMN model into a BizTalk orchestration
� Automated transformation of EPC models to BPEL, as well as export of BPEL

or BPMN as a Visual Studio project for BizTalk
� Optional integration with ARIS Process Performance Manager 
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Event-driven, real-time monitoring of processes and events. 
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Users: User departments, operational staff, and process participants

� High-volume filtering and correlation engine based on proven Systar
technology

� Numerous data sources (extractors) available
� Process-oriented, configurable data model for monitoring business

processes in terms of exceptions, functions (process flow), and
organizations (resources)

� Real-time dashboards provide at-a-glance KPI/status overview
� Automated triggering of actions, such as, e-mails, business processes,

and any other type of application
� Tight integration with ARIS PPM

Measurement, analysis, and visualization of actual processes.

Users: Senior management, department managers, operational departments

� Performance of end-to-end processes is rendered transparent
� Measurement of process performance (quantity, time, cost, quality)
� Flexible and intuitive ad-hoc analysis 
� Seamless monitoring of target values and current status
� Efficient early-warning system for critical performance indicators
� Communication and activity analysis of departments and other

organizational units
� WYSIWYG reporting engine
� Tight integration with ARIS Performance Dashboard  

Publishing process KPIs via a simple, intuitive interface. 

����
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Users: Operational departments, department managers, middle and senior
management

� Intuitive display and simple use with no training required
� Fully interactive, browser-based interface
� Tailored to ARIS PPM and ARIS Business Optimizer
� Integrated dashboard builder
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Operational  workflow system for efficient compliance and risk management.
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Users: Compliance managers, audit managers, risk management specialists
and managers, financial controllers, auditors 

� Workflow-based implementation of compliance-related measures and
internal controls covering a wide range of legal and regulatory
requirements

� Issue management and deficiency management, plus comprehensive
reporting and sign-off functionality 

� Operational Risk Management for managing and reducing risk
� Management information on the up-to-the-minute status of compliance

activities available via the integrated Compliance Process Dashboard 
� Timely detection of shortcomings in the internal control system and

automatic escalation

The information engine for every employee.

����
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Users: Departmental users, senior management, other managers

� Data can be quickly and easily combined and analyzed without the need
for programming experience

� Linking of internal and external data possible
� Mashups are passed on and jointly developed within the company
� User departments can perform their own analysis, thus reducing the

workload of IT staff
� ARIS MashZone can be accessed directly via the Internet
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Around the world, more than
7,500 companies rely on ARIS.
ABN AMRO Bank • AB Volvo • adidas • AEG • Aeroporti di Roma • AESCULAP • Agip • Air France • AIR LIQUIDE
• Akbank • Akzo Nobel • Alcatel • Aleris • All Nippon Airways • Allg. Hypotheken bank • AMP • Amway • Apollo
Optik • Aral • Astrium • AUBI • Audi • Aventis • AVON • AXA • Babcock Borsig • BAE SYSTEMS • Baier &
Schneider • Baosteel • BASF • Bayer • Bayerischer Rundfunk • BBVA • Beiersdorf • Berlin Airport • Berliner
Wasserbetriebe • Berstorff • Betty Barclay • Bitburger Brauerei • Blohm + Voss • Bluewin • BMW • BNP
Paribas • Bosch Telekom • Böhringer Ingelheim • Brauerei Beck • Brenntag • British Columbia Gas • British
Telecom • BSCol CEE • Bundeskartellamt • Bundeswehr • Busch-Jaeger Elektro • Bystronic Laser • Cargolux •
Carpigiani • Carrefour • Ceský Telecom • Charité • Chemetall • China Telecom • CIBA Vision • CIGNA • Claas •
Coca-Cola • Colgate Palmolive • COLT Telecom Group • Commerzbank • Compaq • Continental • CosmosDirekt •
Credit Suisse • Daimler • Danzas • debitel • Degussa • Deicmar • Demag Delaval • DeTe Immobilien •
DeTeMedien • Deutsche Bahn • Deutsche Bank • Deutsche Post • Deutsche Steinkohle • Deutsche Telekom •
Deutsche Welle • Die Schweizerische Post • Die Zeit • Docter Optics • DPD • Dräger Medizintechnik • Dresdner
Bank • DSM • DuMont Buchverlag • Dyckerhoff Beton • E.ON • EADS Airbus • EDF France • Elastogran • EnBW
• energis • Entega • Epson • Equens • European Commission • Evonik • FAG • Festo • fischerwerke • Ford •
Fränkischer Tag • Fraport • Fraunhofer Institut • Fujitsu • Galvalange • Gate Gourmet • GEA • GEW Köln • GO!
General Overnight • Goodyear • Grace Davison • Grainger • Green Cargo • Hamburger Hochschulen • Hapag-
Lloyd • Harting • Henkel • Hewlett-Packard • Hitachi • Hoechst • Hubwoo • Hugo Boss • Humboldt Universität •
HYDAC TECHNOLOGY • HypoVereinsbank • IBM • IDGC-1 • ING • Infineon • intel • Intergy • Internorm Fenster •
Intesa Sanpaolo • Intrum Justitia • Investitionsbank Berlin • Japan Airlines • Jenoptik • Jet Aviation • Kaeser
Kompressoren • KarstadtQuelle • KPN Telecom • Kraftfahrt-Bundesamt • KraussMaffei • Kuehne & Nagel •
Kuoni • Levi Strauss • Linde • LBB • Lloyds TSB • Loewe • LRI • LTU • Lufthansa • Madaus • Markant • Mast-
Jägermeister • Mead Corporation • Melitta Haushaltsprodukte • Merck • Meyer & Meyer • Miele & Cie •
Mitsubishi • MOL • Munich Airport • M-real • Nestlé Deutschland • Norisbank • Novartis Services • O2 • Océ •
Ontario Hydro • Orange • OSRAM • PaperlinX Australia • Peugeot • Philip Morris • Philips • Phoenix • Piraeus
Bank • PreussenElektra • Prevent • Procter & Gamble • PUMA • Purdue Pharmaceuticals • R+V • Ratiopharm •
Red Bull • RENO • Rhone-Poulenc • Rijecka Banka • Robert Bosch • Roche • Rodamco • Rowenta • RTL
Television • RWE Kundenservice GmbH • Saar Ferngas • Saarstahl • SABIC • SAP • Sappi Fine Paper •
Schenker • Schering • Schiphol Airport • Schlafhorst • Schmalbach-Lubeca • Schüco • SEAT • SEB Bank • SEL
• Sharp • Shell • Siemens • Signal Iduna • Sika • Spaipa • SPAR • Split Airport • Stadtwerke Düsseldorf •
Stadtwerke Hannover • Stadtwerke Wuppertal • Südwestbank • Swisscom • TeamBank • Technip • Telekom
Austria • Tesion • Tetra • Thorlo • ThyssenGas • ThyssenKrupp • Tieto • trans-o-flex • Transpetrol Bratislava •
Triumph International • UBS • UKV • Unilever Bestfoods • Union Banka • Unipetrol • Varta • VAW Aluminium •
Vienna Airport • Villeroy & Boch • Vipnet • Viterra • Vodafone D2 • Volkswagen • VSE Saarbrücken •
Wasserversorgung Zürich • WDR • Wella • WestLB • Wilkinson Sword • Xerox • YTONG • ZF Friedrichshafen •
Zürich Versicherung
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